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Letter from the President
A Perfect Fit

Since 2010, Stoa, a national Christian Homeschool Speech and Debate organization, has
dedicated its eﬀorts to increase awareness of the value of speech and debate activities among
Christian homeschoolers throughout the US. Most understand that communication is important
in all walks of life. Speech and debate is arguably the most powerful activity impacting a
student’s ability to read, write, research, listen, speak and think critically.
Speech and debate is the single best homeschooling decision one can make. This activity helps
develop this God-given gift in our children so that they have a lifelong ability to communicate
often, well and powerfully. Stoa’s Christ and family-centered tournaments and classes develop
relationships that last a lifetime.
As a Stoa member, you know the thrill of forensics competition, the intellectual stimulation of
speech and debate and the fellowship of great people. Stoa is an organization that has
representation and ideas from across the United States. We value the grass-roots philosophy
and look for opportunities to involve folks from across the country.

2015-16 Recap

The organization has worked hard in the past year to address the future of Stoa and has focused
on several key areas.
Marketing and growing the organization has been paramount with the current board. In order
to launch an eﬀective and worthwhile campaign for new families, several areas are being
addressed. The website will soon have that “new” look that “ﬁrst-timers” and “old-timers” will be
proud of. With the new look will come an ease of navigating and a more modern “look and feel”.
Eﬀorts to continue growing Stoa through new and exciting locations for NITOC are always on the
front burner. While we endeavor to geographically spread the tournament across the U.S., not
always are facilities and locations knocking at the door, so to speak. The board is excited to
already have a location secured for 2017 and initial eﬀorts for 2018 have commenced.
Growing tournaments through the grass-roots is vital to Stoa. New events and debate
resolutions many times are hatched in local clubs and moved up through the committee
structures to the board. This process continues to be welcomed and encouraged throughout
the year. Excitement in the spring when events and resolutional voting gets the membership
looking forward to the next competition year.
Fiscally, the Stoa Board of Directors takes seriously its responsibility and stewardship over
membership fees in order to run this organization according to its values and to put on a ﬁrstclass national tournament each year. Every eﬀort is made to keep costs aﬀordable for the
member families.

–Mark Russell
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What’s New
Mobile App

Rules

Most people don’t know this exists. But you
aren’t most people anymore, are you?

The new rules are up! Take a look at
http://stoausa.org/speech-event-documents/
http://stoausa.org/debate-event-documents/

Event Changes
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Only 1 LD resolution for the whole
year. That’s how we voted, Stoa
members.
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No Impromptu at NITOC. We
voted this one out as well. Bye!
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Cold Reading. It’s the latest,
greatest new event. Movie scripts
to villain speeches to literature.

Website Overhaul
stoausa.org is WAY better

Eligibility – No Change

It’s an interim year. Eligibility won’t change until 2017-18, when you’ll need to be just a tad older.
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Key Contacts

Really! You can contact us any time and we will help. That’s why we volunteered.

Stoa Board

Add a Tournament

stoa.board@stoausa.org

calendar@stoausa.org

Speech Committee

Debate Committee

speechcommittee@stoausa.org

debatecommittee@stoausa.org

All this and more contact info available at

StoaUSA.org
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2016-17 Big Goals
Outstanding NITOC17
Implementing lessons learned and member
feedback, we want to keep improving the
main event.

Improve Speechranks
Van Schalin, Isaiah McPeak, and Connor
McKay cooperated to design and build
speechranks over ﬁve years ago. At Stoa
Academy 2016 we agreed to make some
big-time improvements, and cannot wait to
show you! It should be easier to use,
provide more nuance in your results, and
go beyond leaderboards to more of a coach
and student tool for self-analysis.

Better Tab Software
There’s some clunkiness to our current
setup. Tabulation is diﬃcult, but we believe
at least a few meaningful improvements
can be made to make tournaments easier
(we raised the annual fee by $5 to create a
software budget).

Tournament-in-a-Box

Speechranks today

For NITOC this year, we intend to create
tight job descriptions and instruction
packets for each job at a tournament, from
tab to director to hall monitor to timer
trainer.

If you can help build the software, please
let us know because we operate on a budget
of almost nothing and could use your help.

These packets will be made available for
your use at local tournaments.

This is the ﬁrst annual report ever! Think we
should probably do this every year?

Another One of These
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Membership Data
Stoa by the Numbers*

1,592
Stoa Competitors

75

2013

83

2014

91

2015

96

31
States with Clubs

??

114k
2016

Tournaments

2017

Speeches/Yr. (est.)

*Many students compete in Stoa tournaments which do not require Stoa
insurance and membership. Our guess is that 1,592 is 15-35% lower than actual
competitors… but it’s just a guess! If your tournament has info on that, we’d love
to know so we can make a better extrapolation.
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Budget Report

Last 3 Years in Review
2015-16
In

$217k

Out

$208k

Net

$9k

Where Does it all Go?
The $10k+ Expenses
NITOC Meals $41k
NITOC Facility + Trophies $33k
NITOC tab, supplies,
$19k
social, misc.

2014-15

Planner travel, hotel,
$13k
meetings, etc

In

$177k

Insurance $13k

Out

$174k

Judge Hospitality $13k

Net

$3k

2013-14
In

$151k

Out

$148k

Net

$3k

Why does Stoa have so much less
than $1M+ revenues of similar
organizations?
Local control. Stoa only retains the fees from
the NITOC tournament registration and
annual membership dues. The vast majority
of homeschool debate money is collected
and spent at the local club level. One
tournament even donates everything to to a
local scholarship fund!
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Impact
What we’re all doing matters!
New Members
“My child has blossomed in speech and debate and come out of his shell. It has been so
good to watch him develop socially in this activity . . . . This had been a mirror and
development activity for God’s gifts.”

–Dan G.

Old Members
“Stoa’s vision and motto align with that of our team, Club 415. Stoa’s leaders have
developed a mentoring program (Stoa Academy, yahoo groups and FB outlets) that has
given our smaller group the tools for success. The ﬂexibility, communication, and
integrity that they have modeled has shaped our opportunities to do more each year. I
am excited to see how Stoa will continue to innovate toward excellence in coming
seasons.”

–Patricia S.

Stoa Alumni
“Stoa provides homeschoolers with an incredible opportunity that is almost impossible
to ﬁnd elsewhere. My life has been been greatly improved by my ﬁve years in the
league...Stoa speech and debate has greatly prepared me for the rest of my life, both in
the workplace and in my day-to- day interactions.”

–Samuel L.
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“For from Him and through Him
and to Him are all things. To Him
be the glory forever. Amen.”
Romans 11:36
(NASB)

